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Jane Chiodini

Welcome to this Spring edition of
the magazine, with a slightly new look.
From this issue, the usual supplement
of competitions, winners, letters, news
etc., are included in the magazine. I’m
personally really pleased about this,
so that I have it all in one place when 
I look back, neater to store and much
easier to keep track of! 

Thanks to the readers who let us
know about your craft clubs around
the country which is great - please
keep networking and check out the
Craft Creations Facebook page if you
belong, to see what’s happening! 

Talking of a face - my face was 
to be found on numerous occasions,
much to my horror, during the first 
half of Red Nose Day at the London
Palladium, shown on BBC1 on the
13th March. I bought tickets for both
parts of the show and, to my amaze-
ment one seat was near the front. It
only cost £20 with 75% of the cost
going directly to Red Nose Day. 

What I hadn’t realised was that my
row C ticket for part one turned out to
be the front row, as A and B had been
removed for the television production
staff to move around easily for filming.
So I was under ‘surveillance’ as the
cameras panned the audience or fol-
lowed a star moving onto the stage! 

The whole experience was fasc-
inating as I’ve never been to a live
show before and the stage manager’s
directions for applause and response
was interesting. Of course it wasn’t
difficult to respond at such an event
as the proceedings were funny, but
some sad, many of the documentaries
for the cause were heart breaking. 

Texts were coming in from friends
and family to say they had seen me
and I wanted to slither down to hide
out of view. Having said that, my di-
rect vision of acts such as Sam Smith
and John Legend, the ‘Strictly’ stars
etc. was amazing to say nothing of
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the professional-
ism observed by 
hosts such as 
Lenny Henry, 
Davina McCall 
and Claudia 
Winkleman. 

Well at 10pm 
the audience 
from part one 
were quickly ushered out and the 
second half audience hurried in. So
what I did was leave the theatre but
enter again with my ticket for part 
two! This time I was in row H, not
such a good view but nice to be away
from the cameras! 

The whole event finished with a
total raised (at that point) in excess of
78 million pounds and over a billion 
in total since the fundraising project
began. I felt privileged to have ex-
perienced the evening and for such 
a worthwhile cause. Probably my 
one and only time I’ll be part of such
an event. 

Another first is that we now have a
new pop-up box card available, which
is also the free gift for this issue (see
page 26, PUB01). These are a very
popular design but quite challenging
to make from scratch. So this new
card blank will allow you to concen-
trate on the decoratation and make a
stunning end result, but without the
task of all the measuring.

I’m off to try mine out now - per-
haps I’ll adorn it with some of the 
glitter confetti that poured down from
the rafters of the Palladium to cele-
brate the totals of monies raised! Yes 
I collected a handful of it on my way
out as a memorable souvenir! Enjoy
the warmer weather and longer day-
light in the weeks to come.



Parchment Flowers
By Muriel Adderley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Tracing Paper: TR003A5.

Creative Banners: CDS039G Rainbow/Black.

Seed Beads: BEA06 Pink.

Stardust Glitter Pen: GEL720 Pink Star.

White Pencil: PG29203.

Beading Needle and White Thread.

Card Mount: SF06C-126 Fuchsia Centura Pearl.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

CentreActual Size

Cut between the pricked dots on the cross, and 
on the outer border to release it from the sheet. With
the centre face down, fold each centre quarter along
the scored line and press along the fold so they hold
their place but are not flattened overmuch.

Place the opened card on a pricking mat with the
design on the front panel, hold in place with low tack
tape and prick a hole through the design and the
card at the centre of each flower on the outer border. 

Stick the end of the thread to the back of the panel.
Bring the needle up though the nearest hole, slip a
bead onto the needle and take it back down through
the same hole. Do the same to the next and every
flower in turn, then remove the low tack tape. Use an

insert to hide the stitching.

Use the glitter pen to add 
a pink centre to all the small
flowers then add the wavy
greeting banner.

Trace five extra flowers
from the outer border, leaving
a little space between them.
Pierce around them just out-
side the traced line. Emboss
as before then cut between
the holes to remove them
from the sheet. Arrange them
around the banner and stick
in place by the centre of each
flower only. Add pink glitter
centre to each.

Cut a square of tracing paper a little larger than 
the card front and use a white pen or white pencil to
mark a 135mm square onto it. 

Place the tracing paper over the diagram, aligning
the corner of the white square on the black line. Still
using white, trace the outer flower border only. Un-
stick and twist the tracing paper around so the next
corner is in line over the diagram, then trace and
twist again until the border is complete.

Remove the tracing, turn it over and align the outer
border over the diagram again, the outer flowers 
are now in reverse and will not match, so use just 
the line. Using white, trace the small flowers inside
the darker triangle, marking a dot at each triangle
point. Twist the tracing around as before to complete.

With the outer border right side up, use a twin, or
single needle pricking tool to pierce along the outer
line. Pierce a cross in the centre of the design, going
from the marked dots (blue dashed lines), use a grid
or a ruler to keep these rows
nice and straight as they will
be the folded panels.

Place a ruler from one dot
to the next (red dashed line)
and use an embossing tool 
to score a fold line. Repeat
for the other three sides.

With the white lines of the
centre flowers face down,
lightly emboss the petals of
these flowers only. Turn the
parchment over and lightly
emboss all the petals of the
outer border, shade these a
little whiter on the outer edge
of the petals than the centres.



Fabric Landscapes
By Pam Goodwin
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Silk - Habotai 8mm is Best.

Selection of Lace, Ribbons, Netting, Fabric and
Bias Binding.

Backing Fabric: Calico, Curtain Lining, Furnishing
Fabrics - Anything With a Bit of ‘Body’.

Sequins, Beads and Tiny Rocks & Shells.

Silk Paints: Deka or Marabu in ‘Themed’ Colours.

Fabric Spray.

Heat Gun and Glue Gun.

Fabric That Will Melt When Heated. 
(i.e. Man-Made - FPW01 Foam Wrapping is Brill).

Card Blank: 
AP18G-SI-30 White/Silver Border.

GENERAL:

1

2

My inspiration for these tiny designs came from
seascapes, landscapes and winter scenes. 

Aperture cards to try are AP88, AP13 and AP18,
white shows-off the colours in the designs to perfec-
tion, and a silver border can work well too. 

All the designs use space painted silk, ribbons,
lace and scraps of fabric, along with beads, sequins,
tiny shells, stones and more. If you have ever walked
along the beach picking up tiny interesting stones or
shells these will be perfect.

I made about twenty cards before I felt really
pleased with the results, so don’t be put off if your
first efforts are not exactly as you hope, your designs

will improve as you learn how
the different elements

work together.

In most cases
the sky or back-
ground, made from
space painted silk,
will dictate the at-
mosphere of your
little scene.

There is quite a lot of preparation before you can
get on and make these tiny cards, but just a small
amount of the prepared fabrics, ribbons and embell-
ishments make lots of cards, so it is time well spent.
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SPACE PAINTING:

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER:

3

If you find this daunting, I am very happy
to supply dyed silk, ribbons etc. just contact
Craft Creations and they will give you my
details. But, if you want to give it a go your-
self, I have some tips and samples to show
the different effects you can achieve. 

Take a piece of silk about 300mm square,
wet it and place on a hard, clean surface.
Then, with your fingers spread out, push the
fabric in ridges, so it is squeezed to a little
under half the size it was in the direction 
you are pushing, about 120mm.

Start the painting with blues, turquoises
and greens along the ridges and troughs of the
pushed fabric. If you want the piece to be used as
part of the background add blobs of colour in some
areas to represent sunlit areas or moonlight. 

You can choose more unusual colour themes, like
the strong fuchsia & turquoise beach scene (card 2,
previous page), or the muddy colours in the swatch
(right) which have a darker, stormy feel.

Colour some net, ribbon, fabric etc. to theme with
your design, and/or in different themed colours if you
are making lots of designs. The two scenes below
use plenty of these ‘themed’ elements. Allow your
work to dry naturally in the sun or on a radiator, if 
you use a hairdryer you will blow your fabric away!

Cut a piece of calico to 70mm wide x 80mm long.
This is just a rough piece of cotton and will be used
as a backing for the scene. 

Cut a piece of space dyed silk to the same size,
ensuring the painted ridges and troughs go in the
right direction, and with the best sky area in the right
place. Fabric glue spray the back and stick it on the
background calico.

Work from the background to the foreground in
strips, which are placed either horizontal, or at angles
depending on the effect you want to achieve. 

Usually you will find the scene looks best with nar-
rower strips in the background, getting wider as you
come into the foreground, but there will always be
exceptions of course.

Pin your design together as you go, this will keep
everything in place, but you can still change your
mind as often as you need to. When it’s ready, stitch 
it together along the sides by hand or machine, this
will be outside the finished picture area. 

At this stage, sew on any beads, sequins etc.,
match the thread to your tones to add beautiful detail
to the finished designs, see below. When you are

ready, mount the design into the
card. Any larger beads, shells, etc.
near the edge should be stuck on
after mounting, as this will allow
you to group them nicely with sim-
ilar items on the front of the card. 
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E: Satin ribbon, this can be space painted or left as it
is, especially if it is already a good colour match for
your scene and/or there is very little of it showing.

F: A selection of beads are always useful, they come
in a vast range of colours, sizes and styles, and can
be mixed with all sorts of stones, shells and/or pretty
shaped sequins.

These cards show a good variety of my ideas, but
your designs will be unique as every space painted
piece will be different from any other.

As the designs are all quite small, some of the 
pictures are ‘zoomed in’ giving you a closer view of

the design and a bit less 
of the white card mount

around them. 

In the example below, I’ve
used very simple colours.
Each layer is shown with an
explanation so you can see
how it all goes together.

A: The sky is made from
space painted silk, this piece
has just a slight variation of
lilacs across it.

B: Space painted silk again,
this piece is folded on the
bias and used for the hill with-
out ironing. In the sample
swatch, the top piece is not
ironed, giving it a softer, fuller
appearance, the lower piece
is ironed to make a sharp,
flat fold. 

C: Hot tooled man made fab-
rics make beautiful foaming surf for seascapes, or
fabulous textures for landscapes. Take your man-
made fabric and simply use a heat gun, or glue gun
to melt it, stop when you like the effect, this piece is
made using FPW01.

D: Some selvedges have beautiful silky threads out-
side them, which can resemble a line of windswept
trees (see card 7). If your fabric has the warp and
weft in different colours, pull threads away from one
edge yourself, the more you pull away, the taller the
‘trees’. You can also separate the top thread or two
(after pulling away the others) to leave rippled line(s)
in amongst the trees as I have. I also made several
almost vertical stitches
using a silky white thread
to draw the eye.
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These fabric swatches show some other effects
you may want to include in your scenes. 

G: Machined edges, can be a 
simple line of stitches, or a thicker
decorative edge in a stronger or
contrasting colour. 

H: Fraying on the bias (blue fabric)
is very different from fraying on the
straight grain (green fabric). 

I: This space dyed silk is folded 
on the grain, the top piece is not
ironed, the lower piece is ironed. 

J: A selection of fabrics/lace wait-
ing to be space painted. 

Sometimes it’s good to use the
nets and lace without painting, as
whites and creams can add con-
trast and give the scene a ’lift’.

There is just enough room here to give you a bit of
extra detail on some of the cards, most of which have
strong, mixed colours in the skies, whether they are
stormy seascapes or scenes with rolling hills.

1: This card has a space painted silk background, but
I have placed it sideways to make a rocky cliff, and
allowed the top edge of the ‘ridge & trough’ painting
to show. The sea is made from waves of lace, ribbon
and hot tooled clear plastic with beads stitched
through and around it.

3: A very stormy sky, or a huge wave about to sweep
away the tiny sea creatures (shells & beads) that are
tumbling along in the surf. A few straight stitches add
detail to the blue/green sea in the centre.

4: A calm seascape with a blue ribbon sea, the silver
ribbon gives a moonlit look to the scene.

5: The black picot lace strip of ‘trees’ is placed across
the silk without painting. The middle green layer is
frayed on the bias, see ‘H’ (blue fabric below).

6: An open grey lace makes the bushes in the back-
ground, silver mesh with threads pulled from the top
edge for the middle and hot tooled fabric over space
painted silk for the foreground. 



Father’s Day Satchel
By Caroline Johnson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE SATCHEL:

Diagram D

Actual

Size

Diagram C

Actual Size

Actual
Size

Diagram

E

The overall size of the flat template for
the satchel (diagram ‘A’) is 254mm x
450mm, much too big to show actual size.
Use the measurements shown to mark the satchel
onto the kraft card, ensuring that the lines on the card
go in the direction shown. Ignore the pale shapes
showing the front pocket position for now. Cut out
the satchel, cut along the solid black lines either side

of each of the 22mm squares, then score
along the fold lines (shown red).

While the piece is still flat, mark
the dashed stitch lines onto it
using brown pen. They should 
be about 3mm in from the edges
(or fold lines), and should curve
around the bottom inner corners
of the satchel as shown.

Mark the dimensions from dia-
gram ‘B’ onto a piece of kraft card
with the lines going horizontally 
as shown. Ignore the pale shape
showing the label holder position
for now. Cut out and score the
lines shown red.
Draw the brown

stitch lines on as
before

Trace diagram ‘C’ for the label holder onto blue
card and cut it out. Cut away the centre and draw 
the stitch lines on using silver pen at about 3mm 
from the edge as before. Cut a piece of acetate to
40mm x 70mm and stick on the back of the label
holder to make a clear window.

Stick a line of narrow double-sided tape around 
the sides and bottom of the label holder keeping it
well away from the window area (the top needs to be
left open). Stick it onto the front pocket ‘B’ at 10mm
up from the bottom fold, and centrally from side to
side, see the pale shape on diagram ‘B’. Cut a piece 
of white card to fit into label holder ‘C’, write ‘Dad’ in
large letters and slip it in behind the window.

Fold the pocket ‘B’ and use double sided tape 
or glue on the 10mm flaps to stick it in place on the
front section of the satchel ‘A’. Position it 15mm from
the arrowed fold line ‘X’, and centrally from (what will
be) side to side as shown. Slip a ruler inside the

pocket over the flaps and
press down firmly to en-
sure they are well stuck. 

Erase any pencil marks
then fold the satchel,
sticking the sides and
22mm tabs to form a stiff
box shape, make sure
you fold the strips with-
out the stitch marks 
behind the marked ones.

Creative Card: CRC300P Blue Weave.

Kraft Brown Card: RKR01C-U1 (uncut).

Mirri Card: MIR02CA5 Silver. 

Scrap of White Card.

Acetate: PET01.

Pens: FXO535 Cocoa and CJP07 Silver.

Ribbon: MTR22-47 15mm Royal Blue.

Standard Hole Punch. 

Hook & Loops: ADH70 White.
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40% of Actual Size

Diagram B

40% of Actual Size

Place the satchel to one side and trace the buckle from ‘D’
(ignoring the black dashed line for now) and transfer onto
mirri card twice. Use a hole punch on a spare piece of mirri
card to make eight shiny dots. 

Trace the fastener strap ‘D’ and handle end ‘E’ and trans-
fer to blue card. You will need two of the fasteners and four
of the handle ends. Add dashed lines around the blue pieces
as before, but using a silver pen this time. 

The ends of the straps are too wide for the buckle to slip
over them, so cut a line down the central bar (black dashed
line on the diagram) on each, then slip it over the thin part
of the fastener and stick in place using double-sided tape.
Stick the dots in place on the fasteners and the handle ends
as shown. 

With the satchel folded, position the two fasteners on the
front as shown (main photo) and sticky fix the top part of
each onto the flap. Add a hook dot onto the lower end 
of each fastener about where the ‘stud’ is. Lift the flap and
press a loop dot onto each hook dot with the sticky 
side out, then fold the flap and press onto the front
pocket, this will ensure they match perfectly.

Cut a 470mm length of ribbon and, making sure it
is not twisted, firmly fix one end to each
narrow, upright side of the satchel (see
right) about 10mm from the top.
Stick a handle end ‘E’ over the end
of the ribbon on each side.

Cut a second length of ribbon
to 150mm and attach to the top
of the satchel to form a handle
with the ends about 45mm in
from each end. Add the last two
handle ends, placing them over
the ends of the ribbon about
30mm in from each side.

You can put a card and a little gift inside, a
pair of socks, a tie, aftershave etc. I decided
to make a book style card, which almost filled
the satchel in the end, so the gift would have
to be quite compact, or wrapped separately.
See the next page for details of the book card.



Father’s Day Book
By Caroline Johnson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Card: CRC300P Blue Weave.

Card: RKR01CA4 Kraft Brown (or scraps from the satchel).

Ribbon: MTR22-47 15mm Royal Blue x 2 Metres.

A Good Selection of Peel-Off Stickers.
The Front Cover Stickers Are: XL002U-19 15mm ABC,
XL407U-19 30mm Numbers, ZL758U-42 10mm Alphabet,
XL814U-02 8mm Alphabet and XL824U-18 6mm Alphabet.

Card Mounts: SF02U-99 x 3, SF10U-99 x 1

TO MAKE THE BOOK:

This book card matches the satchel on the previous pages,
and will fit neatly inside. I remember having a satchel as a child
to carry my books to school, so this seemed very appropriate.

Fold one of the SF02 cards and place it over the open (face
down) SF10, lining up the far right edges. Mark the SF10 along
the fold line of the card above. Remove the smaller card then
score the SF10 along the marked line (making a spine and a
smaller back panel). Trim 14mm from the front panel of the
SF10, then fold along both score lines to make the book cover.

Cut a 32mm x 178mm strip of blue weave card. Mark and
score a line 10mm in from each side, leaving a 12mm spine
down the middle. Fold along the lines and stick onto the spine
of the book cover.

Fold the SF02 cards, then take one of the folded cards and
run a line of glue along the outside of the fold all the way down
(UHU black top ADH01 is good). Stick the card onto the spine,
about in the centre and hold it in place for a few seconds to
allow the glue to dry a little. Do the same with the other two
cards, placing them one each side of the first.

Cut seven 178mm lengths of ribbon, open the book to the
first page and, using a little double sided tape, 

stick one length into the crease of the
pages. Repeat for all of the other pages
in the book.

Tie the remainder of the ribbon around
the front cover, trimming the ends to length
as shown.

Decorate the cover and pages as you
like. There isn’t quite space to show all 
of my pages, and I have not listed all the
stickers used as I expect you will want to
personalise your book differently from me. 

The large plain silver
lettering on the pages
shown (and on the spine,
not shown) are XL813U &
XL814U. You may already
have many of the motif
stickers I’ve used, or
something quite similar. 

All the little panels are
made using blue weave
card with kraft card mat-
ted on top, the book has
enough space to allow
the panels to be sticky
fixed in place. 



Rock ‘n’ Roll Birthday
By Sue Walters
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stardream Card: STD01CA5 Silver, STD10CA5
Anthracite, STD26CA5 Diamond White,
STD29CA5 Bronze and STD37CA5 Jupiter Red.

Creative Paper: SR264P Brown/White Dots.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL563U-02 Alphabet, XL500U-
02 Borders, XL632U-03 Borders, XL592U-02 & -
03 Music and PXL00U-02 & -03 Plain (optional).

Silver Beads: BEA22 and Fishing Line or Thread.

Card Mount: AP48M-83 Stardream Quartz.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

A C

B

B

keep it on the backing), stick in place over the strings
using an extra glue dot in the centre if needed. Add
the six missing shaped borders over the strings.

Stick the guitar onto the card, stick a silver bead
next to each dot on the head and add the black and
silver music notes as shown. 

Stick the wording onto anthracite card and cut to
make a panel, mine is 28mm x 44mm. Stick onto the
card and add a wide black
sticker border around it.

holes on the head ‘B’. Place a small glue dot or two
at the top of the neck and stitch all the strings, bring-
ing them onto the glue dot, each time as shown ‘C’.

For the nut (top of the neck) cut a small piece of
waste from the silver border sheet (see main picture,

Cut a piece of brown dotty paper to 110mm x
140mm and stick it centrally onto the flap behind the
aperture, fold the card and stick the flap closed.

Trace the back line of the guitar body going onto
the red areas where they coincide. Transfer this to 
diamond white card and cut out. Trace and cut the
front guitar body from red card.

Trace the neck including the headstock (black
piece), transfer the whole shape to bronze card and
cut out. Stick a piece of black vinyl (from any sticker
waste or the PXL sheet) over the headstock area with
a straight join at the neck. Turn the piece over and
trim the black sticker to the edges of the card. 

Stick the two guitar body pieces together and add
the neck overlapping the body as shown. Add the 
fret lines down the neck using the thin silver borders.
Add the sticker detail to the body using waste pieces
from old sticker sheets, or cut them to shape from
plain vinyl if you prefer, leave the six shaped narrow
borders, shown as dashed lines, for later. 

Use a large needle to make holes in the body and
head for the strings, these are marked by white dots
on the diagram. Make the strings using fishing line or
embroidery thread. Fasten the end on the back at ‘A’
and bring the needle up through one of the lower

Actual Size



Glittering Fairies
By Sadie Deamer
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

FAIRY DUST KISSES:

Actual Size

Cover the front of the card using the
painted paper, choose a piece from the
corner of the sheet to get a good mix of green and
yellow across the card. 

Stick butterfly corner stickers onto the bottom left
and top right corners of the card, placing them so the
tips of the wings are against the edge of the paper.
This will allow a 1mm edge of paper to show along
the outside of all the borders.

Place the borders between the butterfly corners.
Overlap the ends of these borders at the empty cor-
ners and trim them
neatly to form 
a plain corner, 
but check
how the
segments
on the borders fit in
the space available be-
fore placing them. You
may need to trim them
first to ensure you have 
a good size segment at
each end.

Trace the fairy and ornate moon from the diagram
and transfer them to the back of the glitter board, the
diagram is reversed to make this easier. Carefully cut
the piece out and sticky fix it onto the card front in
the position shown.

Add some black swirl stickers around the moon as
shown, and a few stars from the same sticker sheet.

Use the black lettering to add ‘happy birthday’ in
the top left corner, and ’make a wish’ in the bottom
right corner, just inside the borders.

Add mixed size clear gems along with a few 
of the 2mm clear gems, drifting down from

her hand and below the moon to make 
a pretty trail of magical fairy dust. 

Most of the materials used in this
(and the next) design are the same 
as for the main card, but you will
need quite a few extra mixed gems
(GEM84) to make all three of them. 

The card blank for the fairy blowing
kisses is SF08U-30 smooth white and

the background is SR044P, which is a
painted lilac paper, dark in the corners and

paler towards the centre.

I love sparkly, fantasy designs, so these
gorgeous black glitter fairies really work 
for me. With their pretty trails of fairy dust,
they will surely help to make the recipient
feel that their wishes just might come true.

Creative Papers: SR042P Green/Yellow 
Painted.

Glitter Board: GB03A4 Black.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL807U-03 Swirls 
& Stars, XL815U-03 Deco Borders, 
XL817U-03 Butterfly Corners and 
XL809U-03 Uppercase 4mm.

Gems: GEM84 Assorted Round Clear 
and GEM57 2mm Clear.

Card Blank: SF06C-172 Colorset Ash.
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FAIRY & TOADSTOOL:

Actual Size

Actual Size

Fold the card and cover the
front panel with the lilac paper
using the darker edges along
the top and left hand side of
the panel when it is placed as
shown in the photo. 

Add the deco corners and
borders with the butterfly cor-
ners top left and bottom right 
as before. 

Trace the fairy from the dia-
gram, transfer her to the back 
of the glitter board and carefully
cut her out. 

Sticky fix the fairy in place along the bottom edge of 
the card, just a little above the border, and with her toes 
almost touching the side border. Scatter some stars
around her keeping all except one behind her wings.

Add the gems, this time coming from her hand towards
the left of the card, then add the ‘birthday wishes’ at the
top left then ‘& fairy dust kisses’ at the bottom left.

The card blank for the fairy sitting on
the toadstool is SF33V-66 hemp

white and the background paper
is SR043P pink/cream. 

Cover the card, add the
butterfly corners and

deco borders as
before, but the butterfly 

corners need to be
placed in the top
left and bottom

right for this design.

Sticky fix the fairy in
place to the right of the
panel with the base of
the toadstool against
the lower border and
her wing tips almost
touching the top and
side borders.

I have used only 
a few gems for this 
design as the fairy is
quite high up on the
card and there is less
space to fill with
them, as they rise

up towards the but-
terfly in the corner. 

Scatter some stars around
the fairy and add some magi-
cal lettering, or a message 
of your choice to finish. 



Machine Sewing
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Die-Cuts: CDT529G Vintage Sewing
Machines.

Card: CRE05CA4 Black.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-01 Lines, XL408U-01
Birthday, XL768U-03 Corners, ZL828U-41 & -43
Stitch & Sew and ZL794U-41 Numbers.

Ribbon: MTR22-75 Bel Satin Brown.

Metallic Thread: MEC01 Crinkle Gold.

3mm Gems: GEM67 Clear.

Card Mount: DEC1C-110 Snow White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Table Top - 21mm x 125mm

Table Base 85mm x 115mm

Cut Out
45mm x 71mm

14mm

Drawers
19mm x 50mm 

Table top: Cut a piece of black card to 21mm x
125mm. Mark 6mm up each side and score a line
across the card. Mark 15mm in from each side along
the top edge and trim the corners from the scored
line to the mark as shown. Lightly fold along the

I love using ribbons and fabrics in my card making,
they bring a very special feel to the designs. These
little foiled, die-cut sewing machines have plenty of
appeal and are great with fabrics too.

Actual Size

scored line, then unfold, so the edge is
just tipped back slightly rather than

folded, to give it a little depth.

Table base: Cut another piece 
of black card to 85mm high x
115mm wide. Mark 12mm in from

both edges on both top corners and
trim to a slant. Mark the opening as
shown and cut it out. You can make
this from two pieces of card (1 x
14mm wide and 1 x 56mm wide) if
you prefer, but it’s much easier to
keep it straight in one piece.

Turn the top and base face down.
Sticky fix the base to the back of the
top using black fixer pads (ADH26) if
possible. I’ve given you some faint
lines as a guide to the overlap, leave
an even edge of table showing at the
top and sides and it will be just right.

Add four or five fixer pads along
the top edge of the table top where it
shows above the base. Turn the table
face up and use tape or glue to stick
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VARIATION:

There are several different sewing machines on the
die-cut sheet, this one is a Jones machine rather 
than a Singer. The cotton reel is much further over to
the right, which gives a lovely long thread going
across to the needle bar. 

The drawer fronts are made using the foiled plates
on the machine sheet, with shiny brads pushed
through for the handles.

The tape this time is a
piece of white fabric with
a stitched edge.

it onto the card about 6mm from the bottom edge
and with the base 10mm from the right hand edge.

Cut a strip of black card to 19mm wide and cut
three 50mm lengths from this to make the drawer
fronts. Add a border to each drawer front using the
medium width gold line stickers, placing them about
3mm in from the edge. 

Use sticky fixers for the drawers. Fix the top
drawer in place just below the table top, then the 
bottom drawer using stacks of 2 fixers to make it
stand open a little further than the others. Now sticky
fix the middle drawer, centralising it in the space left. 

For the handles, stick a small gold glitter button
from the sticker sheet onto the centre of each drawer,
then add a clear gem onto each button.

Press one of the Singer machines from the die-cut
sheet, taking extra care around the handle. 

Place a little double sided tape on the back of the
cotton reel ‘A’ at the top of the machine, then stick
the end of the gold thread onto the tape with the long
end coming out to the left. Wind a few turns around
the reel until it looks nicely full. 

Bring the thread across to the needle bar ‘B’ be-
hind the thread guide ‘C’ and down to the needle ‘D’,
sticking it to the back of the shape as you go to hold
it in place. Cut between the presser foot and the base
just under ‘D’ to allow the ribbon to slip in between.

Cut a 130mm piece of brown ribbon and feed one
end through the cut at the presser foot. Stick the end
to the back of the machine to secure.

Sticky fix the machine to the table, setting it over 
to the left hand side. Trim the end of the ribbon to a
sharp angle as shown and add Happy Birthday to the
main length using peel off wording. Cut just the ‘Ha’
from another Happy, and add this to the ribbon up
near the machine, where it curves under the presser
foot. Leave the ribbon trailing for now, until the back-
ground stickers are in place.

Add the curled corner stickers along the top of the
card front, begin at the folded edge and trim the last
sticker to fit the space available. Add medium black
button stickers in the space between each corner,
trimming the one at the fold to fit. Add black glitter
buttons, scissors, needle and thread stickers to make

a pleasing design around the machine, using the
main photo to guide you. I have used two sheets 
of stickers to get enough of the ribbon pieces, but
you can cut the extra couple of bits needed from the
background waste yourself if you prefer.

Shape and stick the trailing brown ribbon to look
good. Add the thread and cotton reels below the
table, and some numbers if desired.

I made a miniature tape measure for the bottom
drawer by scanning a real measure, reducing it on the
computer and printing it. Bits of ribbon and thread
can also work, spilling from the drawer. Simply stick
the ends to the back of the drawer before sticking
them in place. Arrange them on the front and use tiny
dabs of glue to hold them in place.



Tied In Knots
By Susanne Vane-Tempest
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR260P Antique Cream Canvas.

Card: CVS04CA5 Creative Value Smooth Red.

Sublime Glitter Sheet: SU72A5 Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL307U-01 Father’s Day,
XL643U-01 Messages and ZL002U-41 Alphabet.

4mm Gems: GEM91 Red.

15mm Ribbon: MTR28-71 Gingham Sand.

Card Mount: SF10C-117 Centura Pearl Mink.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut about 280mm of ribbon and fold in half. Tie a
knot near the fold and pull tight using the smooth
side of the knot for the front of the tie.

Trim the front end to a neat point. If you want the
point exactly in the middle, lightly fold the end in half
widthways and cut on a slant from the fold. The back
can be cut shorter, and then to a point in the same
way, where you can allow it to show, or keep it neatly
behind using a small glue dot between the layers.

Cut a 105mm high x 118mm wide piece of sublime
glitter and stick onto the card along the fold and
14mm from the bottom edge. Cut a 95mm x 120mm
cream canvas panel. Matt onto red card and trim to
leave a 1mm border. Sticky fix onto the card front. 

Stick the tie onto
the panel going diag-
onally across. 

Add the glitter ‘Dad’
and fathers day word-
ing then decorate
around the tie using
the glitter dots and
rings from the sticker
sheet.

Cut a 23mm x
97mm strip of red
card and trim one end
to a point, add the
wording and sticky fix
below the main panel.

This idea of knotting a piece of ribbon to make a tie
just couldn’t be simpler, and it is made in a moment.
Stick it onto a panel and decorate any way you
please. Here are some ideas to get you started. 

Finish by adding three red gems in the top right
corner to balance the design.

Below Left (SF06V-70): The green tie (MTR28-62)
looks rather more casual, with the back piece sticking
out at an angle. The background (from PK720) has a
double border frame (XL703U-08 & XL632U-24) and
brown canvas panels (SR261P) to contrast.

Below (SF03U-45): The blue ties
(MTR20-45) are each slightly longer than
the last going across the card, with match-
ing blue words (XL002U-19) and triple 
borders (XL632U-19) giving a modern feel.
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Suits You
By Charlotte Kearley

STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 14 Count White Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 30 x Depth 30.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL513U-02 Birthday Mix.

Red and Dark Grey (or Black) Stranded Cotton.

Card Mount: AP16U-30 Creative Smooth White.

Use two strands throughout. Stitch the design
using the diagram for colours and position. Try and
fasten the threads behind the stitching so they don’t
show in the unstitched background areas.

Press lightly and mount into the card then stick 
the flap closed behind the work. Add the wording in
the space below the aperture.

For this version I have used an AP55U-26 (pale
blue) aperture card, with metallic crinkle threads in
gold and blue (MEC01 & MEC15). These threads
have a very pretty sparkly effect and come in a really
good range of colours. 

This simple design can be stitched in traditional
red and black, or any two colours that look good to-
gether. I’ve actually used a very dark grey instead of
black as it gives a slightly softer look to the design.
However, if you want to mount your work into a black
card, you should use black thread.

Each of the four square sections in this design are
stitched in a single colour, rather than a mix of the
two colours like the main design, and I’ve added two
extra stitches into each corner of the four sections.
When mounting your work into a coloured card, stick
a piece of white card behind the work first.



Picture Panels
By Janet McCluskey
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: CP309G Orange Stripes/Gold Foil.

Card: CEM03A5 White Linen Embossed.

Colorset Dotty Sample Set: CDHSPA5 Holographic Dots.

Mini Pic Images: MP021 Butterflies & Sunflowers.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL064U-02 & XL471U-02 Butterflies,
XL469U-02 Thank You and ZL807U-42 Swirls and Stars.

Card Blank: SF08U-43 White Linen Embossed.

TO MAKE THE CARDS:

This card design was in my head after I saw some wrapping
papers in the shops that had printed borders along the edge.
But my inspiration arrived with the free samples of creative 
mottled papers with gold foil that came with the Summer 2014
Magazine. Thank you for those lovely papers, I was eager to do
something with them, and this is how I got on.

the same width. Stick them in place as
shown, one at the bottom and one just
under the mini picture. Add a silver glitter
scroll to the left side as shown, and stick
small, filled butterflies over the stars.

Cut a piece of white card to 20mm x
60mm and add the wording, stick this
onto the card in the position shown.

Stick the butterflies onto different col-
orset dotty papers and cut around. I like
the holographic dots showing behind the
sticker outlines, but if you prefer not to
have the dots showing, just stick them 
to the back of the paper instead. 

Stick these onto the card by the bodies
only so the wings have a little separation
from the background, then add small filled
butterflies between them.

I opened my colorset dotty box because they are my favourite
papers and I use them a lot. A great thing about Craft Creations

products is that all the
colours across the range
tend to tone in and match. 

I also wanted to use
some mini pictures that
were once very popular
with tea bag folding ad-
dicts. I have lots of these
papers in the chest that
need to be used. I’m sure
that many card makers
have a stock of these as
well and can’t think of
what to do with them.

First I chose the sun-
flower and butterflies mini
picture to match the strong
colours in the dotty paper. 

Cut a 203mm long strip
of orange dotty paper to
the same width as the mini
picture and stick it near the
open end of the card. 

Stick the mini picture
over the top end of the or-
ange strip, and cut 30mm
and 10mm lengths of gold
stripe paper keeping them
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I am always conscious nowa-
days about the price of postage.
So usually only for very special 
occasions or bespoke cards do I
make bulkier designs as the Post
Office charges more for these. 

My son got me a Royal Mail 
Size Guide on the Internet. It is a
strong plastic letter box shape and
I slip my card inside its envelope
and slide it through the aperture to
make sure that any new design 
will go normal mail. 

I used the sunflower mini picture
again for the next card. Then made
a quilled topper from very thin
strips of red texture with stars
paper (SR162P) for the butterfly,
which also has glitter dots on the
antennae. Other than that it’s very
similar to the main card. 

I looked through my mini picture
pile again and chose the yellow &
green butterfly sheet to make an-
other card. The pink/gold dotty
paper (CDG158PA5) seemed to go
so well with the pink flowers in the

corners of the mini picture, so that was that. The pink and blue floral
papers are from the pastel chic paper pack (PK721). The pink panels
are cut to size and added to the top and bottom of the dotty paper
as before. The butterfly is stuck to blue chic paper and cut around.
The gold glitter swirls match the gold dots on the main paper. 

For my next butterfly card, those Sally Moret polka dots and
stripes just seemed to pick out the colour trim on the butterfly wings.
I then wanted to use a big butterfly for the embellishment on this one
too, but there wasn’t one left in my peel-off box. Then I noticed the
sheet I had just used with the waste bits still on. I usually transfer left
overs with low-tack tape, but I just couldn’t find my low-tack tape. 

So I placed my tracing paper on top of the waste for the butterfly I
wanted to use, and rubbed a blue pencil all over it, highlighting the
pattern on the wings. I then turned the tracing paper over, and using
a pin transferred all the little bits on to the clean side of the paper.
They would not have stuck so well to the pencilled side. When I cut 
it out I was pleased with the result. I then textured the blank side of
the panel with white flowers and their waste shapes (XL583U-08) to
keep the card simple in style.

Now I’m hooked... back I go to the pile again and this time I
choose the little clown for a children’s card. The punched out 
balloon shapes seemed to be the perfect embellishment. I found
them on my desk in a little clear poly bag, they were left over when 
I punched too many recently for another project.

I must stop now, my husband has climbed the stairs with a cup of
tea for me, but really he’s telling me that I’ve been here for ages and
he’s missing me. I guess I’ll leave the rest of the mini pictures for an-
other day. 

Best wishes to you all.



Designer Laptop
By Barbara Parker
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

1

2

3

Inside Back Panel

Fold Line

I'd like to start with a little word of warning.
When you get to the point where all the main
stars are in place with all those lovely spaces in
between, you will find you just have to fill them...
and fill them... I kept thinking “I’ve finished” but
no, there was always space for one more tiny
star or one more tiny dot, but then what an 
impact it makes!

Cover the inside back panel of the card with
Stardream quartz card.

Stick a dotty border to the top and bottom of the
inside back panel, placing it so the red dots are
neatly in the corners, this will also ensure you get a
red dot dead-centre which will be used for aligning
the keys later. Trim the ends of the border to the card. 

Measure and cut a piece of border to fit between
these each side, centralising the dots and ensuring
that each length starts and ends with a small dot.

You need to be very accurate when making the
keyboard as there are lots of small pieces to fit in. 

In Stardream, cut a panel of anthracite to 58mm x
180mm, and quartz to 50mm x 170mm. Matt them 

1. Use an embossing tool to make a score line down
the centre of the middle panel of the card blank then
‘Z’ fold the card on the
pre-scored lines. 

2. Open the top fold (front
panel) to expose the scored
middle panel. Stick double
sided tape on the back of
the middle panel just to
the centre score line as
shown. 

3. Press the front panel back onto the tape to stick it.
This makes the easel panel as shown.

Stardream Card: STD02C Quartz, STD04C 
Gold and STD10C Anthracite.

Colorset Paper: COL154P Lemon, COL159P
Bright Red, COL162P Lime, COL165P 
Aquamarine and COL168P Amethyst.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL815U-01 Deco 
Borders, XL632U-01 Narrow Borders, 
XL729U-03 Dots, XL563U-03 Alphabet, 
ZL403U-52 Numbers, ZL758U-52 & 
ZL759U-52 Alphabets, ZL630U-51, -52, -54, -55, 
-56 & -57 Stars, ZL698U-51, -52, -54, -55 & -57 
Stars and ZL474U-81 & -82 Balloons.

Creative Borders: CB008P x 2 Happy Birthday.

Card Mount: DF01U-44 Cream Linen Embossed.
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Actual Size

together making sure the smaller one is perfectly
centred on the larger one. 

Stick a strip of the gold deco border along the two
long edges of the anthracite panel as shown with a
solid bit at each end. Cut another strip of the deco
borders to fit at each end of the quartz panel, three
holes long should fit perfectly.

Sticky fix this to the open end of the back panel of
the card between the dotty borders to make the
stopper for the easel.

Cut a strip of the anthracite card to exactly 14mm
deep, then cut along to make perfect 14mm squares,
you will need 31 in total.

I’ve added two red arrows through the exact centre
of the keyboard on the actual size diagram below.
The vertical arrow lines up on the centre red dot on
the bottom border too, which will be your centre ref-
erence point. It’s best not to mark pencil lines onto
the background as you won’t be able to rub them out
when you have finished.

The main thing to remember when placing all the
keys, is that the gaps between them have to be very
small (0.6mm) to fit them all in perfectly. 

Put a sticky fixer on the back of each anthracite
square before starting, leaving the backing on for
now. Place a heavy ruler or a thick piece of card 
vertically on the keyboard with the left edge just the
tiniest bit (0.3mm) to the left of the exact centre. 
You should just be able to see the offset between 
the ruler and vertical red arrow on the diagram.

Place (don’t stick) one key exactly in the centre to
temporarily mark the centre row (i.e. about half way
over the ‘G’ key, see the green outline key on the dia-
gram). This will give you the vertical spacing to begin
the top and bottom rows from the centre.

Add the keys that will be ‘T’ and ‘V’, sticking them
in place by removing the backing. Take away the ruler
and the unstuck middle row key. Now you have a
starting point, it’s up to you which way you choose to

go from here, but use straight edges or rulers to keep
all the keys in neat rows as you go, and if you are not
sure about spacing, place them first to ensure they
are okay before sticking. Find the method that works
best for you.

The coloured key tops are cut with a small die,
which has a scalloped edge, use this if you have one
(about 12mm max), if not cut straight 12mm paper
squares, which work just as nicely. You will need six
of each colour but seven of the green.

Stick the coloured squares onto the keys in the 
sequence shown. Add the letters and symbols as
shown and then add three black dots in each corner.

Now for the front panel, stick the dotty borders
around the edges of the panel in just the same way
as for the back panel. Cut a piece of Stardream
quartz to 125mm x 175mm and indent a line 2mm in
from the edges to give a recessed look. Stick this to
the centre of the front panel.

Cut a panel of gold Stardream to 55mm x 105mm
and emboss as before, then stick this in the centre of
the quartz panel. Add the greeting to this panel, and
a narrow border around the edge of it, with small bal-
loons each side and stars in the corners. 

Now it is time to play with the multi-coloured glitter
stars on the quartz panel. Use the main picture for
guidance, and the part ac-
tual size picture (right) for
detail. Start by sticking a
large star in each corner,
then the two in between,
top and bottom, and one
in between on each side. 

Once these are in place,
you can fill them, and in
between them, to your
hearts content, using a
mix of styles and colours
or follow the picture more
closely if you prefer.



Father’s Day Wallet
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE WALLET:

Outside Inside

Measure 38mm from the end of one panel on the
SF06 card, then trim the marked end off. 

Score a line 37mm from the end of the other panel,
then score a line 3mm above this (34mm from the
end). This will be the flap, round off the corners on
this section using the rounder punch then fold the

card along all the score lines making a wallet style
card (see main photo above).

Open the card and cover all the panels, inside and
outside, with printed paper as shown (below left)
leaving 2mm of card showing all around.

Sticky fix the ‘Have A Great Day Dad’ disc from the
rugby sheet onto the centre of the striped flap. Stick
the Father’s Day oblong image onto brown card and
trim around to leave an edge showing then stick onto
the bottom right of the front panel (see main image).

Secure the flap to the wallet with black hook & loop
fasteners. Using alphabet peel-offs, add the wording
‘WITH LOVE.… DAD’ to the front panel.

The wallet sides will be held in place by concertina
folded paper (see wallet photo below). Cut two
pieces of brown dotty paper
to 95mm x 120mm. Score at
15mm intervals across the
longer side on each piece
(see right). Fold along the
score lines making a valley
fold at each end when the
right side is facing you. 

This little wallet for Dad is filled with special
reminders of why he’s so great, and with a few
tweaks, will work just as well for a birthday.

Open up the 
wallet. Keeping 
the printed sides 
of the paper strips
facing outwards
(see the pic at 
the top of the 
next page), stick
one to each side
of the pale brown
dotty panel as
shown.

Die-Cut Découpage: DCD538 Rugby and 
DCD506 Golf.

Card: CRE04CA5 Dark Brown and REG02A4 
Smooth White x 2.

Creative Papers: SR194P Pale Green/White 
Dots, SR263P Pale Brown/White Dots, 
SR264P Brown/White Dots and SR267P 
Brown Stripes. 

Peel-Off Stickers: XL023U-03 & XL058U-03 
11mm Alphabet and XL500U-03 Lines.

Fiskars Corner Rounder: PPU239.

Scrap of Brown Ribbon.

Postcard and Hole Punch.

Hook & Loop: ADH35 Black Dots.

Card Blanks: SF06H-69 Cryogen White and
SF03U-30 Smooth White.
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INSIDE PIECES:

I have made a selection
of items to slip inside the
wallet for Dad, starting
with a Father’s Day card. 

Fold the SF03 card blank and trim 20mm from the
bottom end so it’s about 132mm long.

Stick layer 1 from the golf découpage sheet cen-
trally onto the front panel, leaving a small border all
around. Push out all the items shown (with white
backgrounds) on the card (right). Stick them onto
white card, cut to small squares and stick in place.

To celebrate the day, I thought of lots of different
helpful things I could do for Dad, and made a set 
of I.O.U cards to slip inside the wallet. Cut pieces of
white card to 80mm x 120mm (as many as you like).
These can be printed or hand written. See my
example right, other ideas are to ‘walk the
dog’, ‘wash your car’ ‘fetch your newspa-
per’ ‘bring you a cup of tea’ etc. Punch a
hole in the top corner of each card and tie
ribbon through to keep them together. 

Another idea is to write a lovely message
on a postcard and slip this inside too. The
postcard will need to be cut down to 125mm
x 80mm, make sure you don’t cut too much
off any one side. Use the golfer from layer 5, trimming
to near the bottom of the arm to fit over the stamp
oblong (see below). On the plain side of the postcard,
create an oblong shape using straight line peel-offs.
Inside this section, add a golfer image and the word
‘Dad,’ ready for your personal message.

My last item is a picture frame, this can be used to
frame the rugby découpage as shown, a photo of
your dad, a family photo, or even a picture of a much
loved pet that your dad would enjoy as a keepsake. 

Cut a piece of the brown striped paper to 110mm x
180mm, fold in half and round off all the corners. 

Add glue or d/s tape to
the top facing piece of
each concertina’d strip,
and carefully squash the
bottom end of each strip
down as you fold the
front of the wallet up 
over them to stick.

Unfold the striped paper
and on the back draw a 50 x
78mm oblong in the centre 
on one side. Print your photo,
max size 80 x 94mm, check
that the important bits of the
photo fit within this area.

Use a knife and ruler to cut
a line diagonally from top left to bottom right of the
marked oblong, then bottom left to top right. This 
will give you a cut ‘X’ across the centre.

Fold the paper to the back along each of the 
original marked lines, from one corner to the next 
to create the oblong aperture. Trim off the excess
paper from the points and stick the folds to the 
back. Fold the frame and stick the sides together 
to form a pocket.

Slip your image inside. I have glued a rugby player
to the front of the frame to align with the same image
on the layer I slipped into the wallet. 



Deepest Sympathy
By Jane Hennis
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SILVER MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: REG02A5 Creative Smooth White.

Mirri Card: MIR02CA4 Silver.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL746U-02 Deepest Sympathy,
XL633U-02 Straight Lines, XL463U-02 Crosses
and XL424U-02 Deckled Border. 

Card Blank: SF06V-66 White Hemp Embossed.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

GOLD MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CEM02A5 Hammer Cream.

Mirri Card: MIR01CA4 Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL537U-01 Trellis Flowers and
XL278U-01 Sympathy Words.

7mm Bow: BOW71-02 Cream Satin.

Card Blank: SF06V-67 Cream Hemp Embossed.

Cut a 125mm square of silver mirri card and stick
centrally onto the front panel of the card. Add a white
square on top cut to 110mm. 

Stick a deckled border to the top and bottom
edges of the white square with the deckles facing
out, then add a straight silver border about 1mm in 
all around.

You may have a die suitable for cutting ovals 
in this size, if not trace one in each size from the
diagram. Transfer the larger one to silver card and
the smaller to white card and carefully cut out.

Stick the ovals into the centre of the background
on the card and add a cross and wording as shown.

This version has trailing vines on the background
along with a cream bow, but is otherwise made in a
very similar way to the main card. 

I am often asked to make sympathy cards, so I try
to make a few new designs each year, giving people
a different choice when sadly they are needed.
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Birthday Numbers
By Margaret McQuillan
STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 14 Count Black Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 37 x Depth 37.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-02 Straight Lines and 
XL671U-02 Mixed Relatives. 

Stranded Cotton: Red, Orange, Yellow, Green,
Blue, Purple and White.

Card Mount: AP73E-61 Recycled Bright White.

This design can be stitched using any numbers,
and I’ve shown a good selection on the chart below.

Stitch the design using the main chart and diagram
for colours and positioning. Use two strands through-
out so the colours stand out strongly against the
black background.

The white card has an embossed line around the
aperture. To add more definition I added a silver
sticker line inside this, placing it about half way be-
tween the original
embossed line and
the aperture.

The black card
(AP10G-GO-35)
has a gold foiled
border. I’ve cut an
aperture 70mm
wide x 73mm deep
into a piece of
white card to make
a slip frame. This
fits inside the 
main aperture so
the design fits
more snugly into
the space. The
Grandad stickers
are XL670U-01.



Terrific Tool Box
By Annette Hartley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut eight oblong panels of mirri paper as follows. Three
panels at 66mm x 75mm, four at 66mm x 109mm and one
at 66mm x 188mm.

Cut seven oblongs of veneer paper to fit inside the mirri
panels. Three panels at 62mm x 71mm and four at 62mm
x 105mm. Cut one 62mm x 184mm oblong from white 
for the outside back panel.

Stick these together in pairs of one mirri panel and
one veneer panel, but using white instead of veneer 
for the tallest one.

Remove the three struts from along
the bottom of the box card blank. They
are held on with little nicks and all the
pieces will look neater if you use your

knife to slice across the nicks
rather than just pulling them off. 

Fold (but don’t stick) the pop-
up box card and make
sure you know which
panels will need cover-
ing, i.e. the outsides
of the taller sides 
and insides of the
shorter flaps (as 
they fold outwards). 
Then for the tall un-
folded back panel,
the whole of the out-
side will be covered
and just the top on
the inside. 

With the card
opened out again,
add your panels to

the flaps that need them. One of the
four middle sized sets is used at the 
top of the inside back panel and the full
size white one for the outside of the
same panel.

Stick a dot from the tool sticker sheet
onto each corner of all the veneer pan-
els, and the white panel at the back. 

Add glue or double-sided tape to the
tab at the side of the box blank, refold
the box card and stick it closed along
the tab.

Fold the three top flaps down so the
veneer panels are showing. Choose an
object from the tools sheet for each
panel. I’ve used the toolbox on the front
panel, then the pliers and drill on the

Any DIY Dad will love this exploding tool box. It’s also perfect for
friends and relatives birthdays, and don’t forget, lots of girls enjoy 
building & decorating, so why not try a more feminine version too.

Creative Papers: SR252P Old Veneer.

Paper: MIR01PA4 x 2 Gold Mirri and a Scrap of White.

Card: CRE04CA5 Creative Cover Brown.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL742U-01 Tools and XL307U-01 
Father’s Day.

Card Mount: PUB01U-14 Creative Cover Brown.
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ONE FOR THE GIRLS:

others. Sticky fix these in place on the panels, it’s worth using
black fixers for this if you have them as they will be less no-
ticeable from the side view.

For this card you only need two of the three struts that
come with the card. Fold the ends along the scored lines, one
forward and one backward on each piece as shown.

Stick these into the
box by the folded tabs
only, about 2-3mm
down from the fold
lines on the flaps. They want to be spaced evenly in the
opening, so one about 23mm from the tall back panel, and
the other about 23mm from the folded front panel, this is just
for guidance, you don’t need to be too accurate. The box in
the picture below is
tipped to show the
bars in position.

Cut a 32mm 
x 60mm panel
from brown card,
add a gold sticker 
dot to each corner
then stick the
wording for the
main panel onto it.
Sticky fix in place
on the tall back
panel. Stick a
‘Dad’ onto brown
card and cut to
make a small panel, sticky fix this onto the front flap.

Now to ‘fill up’ the tool box. I’ve used all the com-
plete tools left on the sheet except the ruler. Stick the
tools you want to use onto brown card, along with 
six screws and three nails. 

Make an extra ‘stubby’ hammer, stick the spare
head onto brown card then add the spare handle just
overlapping the neck at the head. 

Cut all the pieces out, then place a small sticky
fixer on the brown card at the back of each item (ex-
cept the nails and screws), 3-4mm from the bottom
edge of each tool is about right.

Spread the tools in two rows across the struts
using the sticky fixers already in place. Back row: 
The saw angled outwards, spirit level, stubby ham-
mer, then the adjustable spanner angled slightly out.
Next row: Hammer, tape measure and screwdriver.

This just leaves the nails and screws. These have
really thin uprights, and any sticky edges will give you
problems as the box folds flat, so you need to stick
them on with glue which will dry (P.V.A or UHU black
top ADH01). Stick them in three groups of three 
along the back of the front panel, see photo above.

Write your greeting on the white panel then fold 
the box flat (picture, bottom of previous page) to put
into the envelope. You can also fold the back flap up
behind the nails etc. for protection in the post.

This floral version uses a white box (PUB01U-52),
azalea stardream paper (STD35PA4), magenta crispy
ribbon (MTR23-15) and tumbling roses découpage
paper (DCD607). You will also need scraps of white
card, clear acetate (PET01), and the same stickers &
veneer paper as for the previous design.

Cut the panels for the flaps from azalea and veneer
paper and add them to the box card as before. Add
the crispy ribbon around the box. Stick all the tools
onto white card, stick the nails and screws onto ac-
etate then cut around all the pieces.

Stick double sided tape or photo-
mount to the back of the découpage
paper leaving the backing in
place. Cover bits of the
tools with découpage
paper, trimming any
inner details on the 
tools to shape first, 
then turn the stickers
over and cut around.

Mount the tools, 
nails and screws onto
the struts inside the 
box as before.



Foxglove Spikes
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Duo Paper: 
CDP011S Dotty/Dark Pink, CDP012S Dotty/Dark
Green and CDP003S Pale/Deep Blue.

Peel-Off Stickers: 
XL500U-02 Borders, XL775U-02 Birthday Words,
XL568U-02 Filled Butterflies, ZL512U-82 Glitter
Butterflies and ZL793U-42 Dotty Borders.

Creative Banners: 
CDS035G Happy Birthday.

Card Mount: SF01U-52 Popset White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a panel of pink duo paper 145mm x 195mm
and stick to the front of the card with the dotty side
up, positioning it by the fold with equal borders at the
top, bottom and right hand side.

Make an 82mm x 182mm panel from blue duo
paper. Stick this onto the card (with the pale side up)
over the pink dotty paper, leaving even borders on
the three sides where it is close to the edges of the
dotty panel below.

Cut a 2mm wide strip of green paper, from the
short side of the sheet, to make the stem. Place a
dab of glue at one end (on the dotty side) and stick
this end about 10mm from the top edge of the blue
panel and slightly to the right of centre. 

Using a cocktail stick apply a little glue to the back
of the strip a short length at a time, curving it to a
nice shape at the top, and ending up with a straight
stem coming down the centre of the panel. Trim the
end to the edge of the panel.

Cut a 15mm wide strip from pink dotty paper, then
more strips at 20mm, 25mm and 30mm wide. Take
each strip in turn and cut it into squares to make the
different sized individual flowers. 

Next cut each square diagonally in half to make
them into triangles. This
can be done with scissors
by eye as it is not critical
that they are all exact. 

Take three of the small-
est triangles and cut them

in half to make six even smaller triangles. Roll these
tiny triangles on a quilling tool, along the longest
edge (pic bottom left) then glue to hold them in
shape. The rest of the sizes can be rolled around 
the tapered end of a pencil or rolled on a quilling 
tool then shaped around the pencil before gluing,
whichever way you find easiest.

Roll all the shapes keeping them in size order. As
you roll each size triangle allow about half to loosen 
a little before gluing, which will give a more varied 
selection of flower sizes, there will be more than you
need in total, but it helps to have a good selection, 
so you can fill the spike naturally.

Once all the flowers are rolled and the glue has
dried, place them one at a time on the table and
press at the top end to flatten them.

Cut a strip of green paper about 5mm wide, snip
across this to give a pointed shape, gluing to the top
of each flower to make a
sepal. These mostly don’t
show so size and exact
shape etc, really don’t mat-
ter, they just add a bit of
green among the pinkness. 

I love the way our duo papers work with this idea,
the pretty contrast between the spotty side and the
darker colour makes a really good flower spike.
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Actual Size

I found them easier to handle if I left the
green as a diamond shape (as shown
between the snip lines), sticking about
half on the flower and trimming off the
excess when the glue was dry.

Cut a small piece of pink about 20mm
x 5mm wide and a small piece of green
about 3mm wide. Glue the green over
the pink to give a green strip with a pink
edge, this will be used later to cut the
smallest buds from.

I’d suggest laying out a few flowers
before gluing to get a feel for how you
like them and how they go. Start with 
the largest flowers about 50mm from 
the bottom of the panel, place two each
side of the stem, the widest parts 
will touch each other but the narrow
ends should not, some may but not all
by any means. The row will be like a
gentle smile. 

Now just work your way up the stems,
pile on the flowers, as full or sparse as
you like, work in rough rows of four until
nearing the curve, decreasing the size of
the flowers used as you go. Near the

curve the rows will go to three flowers and then two. Slowly start
to place the flowers a bit slanting so the ones on the curve are
tops to the left as if hanging down from the curved stem. 

The very tiny buds at the top of the stem are diamonds cut from
the two-colour strip made earlier, add some in-between and over
the top of the flowers near the top until you get a look you like.

Add a silver border around the panel with a dot from the butter-
fly sheet in each corner. Use sticky fixers to raise the banner over
the bottom corner and add a silver butterfly to the corner of it.

Cut a piece of the pink paper to 50mm x 195mm, fold it over
the fold of the card to make a dark pink flap. Use double sided
tape on the back fold to stick it in place.

Add a row of silver dotty borders close to the fold and silver
butterflies up the panel with the wording curved in between. Stick
pink dotty paper under the wings (not the body) of a clear butter-
fly, and cut to the sticker edge. Stick in place by the body only.

Above: The purple duo paper makes a really nice foxglove too,
I’ve used a white background and inked the edges using a lilac
stamp pad. Here the flowers start larger and do not go as small as
the pink. The butterflies are punched and stuck by the centre only,
with a pretty trail made from 2mm gold gems. I typed the wording
onto the piece of white card using an old-fashioned typewriter.



Stitching Squares
By Christine Moses
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STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 14 Count White Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 35 x Depth 35.

Stranded Cotton: Violet (or colour of your choice). 

Card Mount: DEC6H-69 Cryogen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Stitch the design following the diagram (bottom
right) and using two strands throughout. 

I’ve cut around the stitching, two squares out, and
matted it onto layers of coloured card before mount-
ing. If you prefer an aperture card, AP10 is the best
fit, but it is a little
large, about 8mm
from the outer
stitches each side. 

The second 
design shown is
stitched in white
thread on a dark
red background
and is slightly 
different in size
being 46 x 46
stitches.

There is only space to show a section of the dia-
gram, but as it is symetrical, just work the other three
corners to match. You can of course stitch this one
on a white fabric with any colour thread instead if 
you prefer.

This design is shown mounted onto the same card
as the main one, with layers of card as before, but
these are larger, taking up more of the front panel.
The aperture card with the best fit for this one is also
an AP10, but it will be quite a snug fit this time.



Your Letters...
From Our Lovely Readers
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£10VoucherFor Each LetterPrinted

Dear Jane,

I belong to a craft 
group, it’s a section 
of Greenock art club 
(established 1877). 
My husband and I 
started at the craft 
group in 2002, we 
were just 6 ladies

To Craft Creations Magazine

I would like to say how very impressed I was with
the designer profile of Linda Williams, showing us
how she uses her tatting skills in card making. It is
all so unusual and creative. 

The wedding related items, particularly the
bracelets, were very pretty. 

It all reminded me of my Grandmother who was 
a wiz at tatting. She used to do it every afternoon
whilst listening to Woman’s Hour, and we females 

of the family got lots of mats in varying 
sizes, some of which I am still using today.

My best wishes to you all,

Kathleen Dewhirst, Carmarthenshire.
We thought so too. Linda used her tatting 
skills to very good effect, and those pretty 
little motifs are versatile enough to use on 
fabrics or for card making, Ed.

Dear Jane,

I go to ‘Craft and Chatter’ as often as possible. 
It is in a nearby village once a fortnight. There 
are usually about eight of us. We each take what-
ever craft we are working on; knitting, crochet,
cross-stitch, embroidery, cards etc. and help each
other where necessary. I am usually working on
something for children’s Christmas shoeboxes!

Sometimes there is more laughter and chat than
craft! I always take the magazine for them to look
through, as one of the ladies does stitched cards,
so is always pleased when there is one in. I don’t
make many cards but I do découpage.

I have had the magazine since the start, I agree
with Sheila Wakelin (from last issue) as to how 
the style of cards has changed. The picture of 
the pink birthday card with the letter brought back
memories.

As I am approaching 80 and trying to clear things
out I have donated my back copies to the club.
They are there for them to refer to and look
through.

All the best and keep up the good work,

Angela Holdsworth, North Yorkshire.
Sounds like you all have a really good time, Jane.

and 1 gent. We are now 14 in number and all
ladies, our ages range from 50 to 80 years old.

We meet every Tuesday 1:30pm - 4pm (except
July & August), and have an Xmas party at the
club in December. The ladies make cards to sell or
give to family and friends. We also do crocheting,
knitting, wet & dry felting and much more. 

We collect a sub each week, which goes towards
craft items, tools etc., that everyone can use.

New members are always welcome to come along
and join us. The photo is of our first Xmas party,
I am wearing the white arran cardi. Helen (sitting
across from me in the photo) took over as leader
of the group in 2005, but we all get to have some
say in what happens in the craft group each week.

Margaret Robertson, Inverclyde.

To Craft Creations

I recently bought a couple of Fiskars lever flower 
punches from you. I thought I might combine the 
flowers with watercolours. I have enclosed a 
photograph of the cards produced. My inspira-
tion came from wildlife and gardening books.

Best Wishes,

Brenda Adams, West Midlands.
Good idea, and your designs are just lovely, Ed.



Stitched Border
By Christine Seed
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Die-Cut Toppers: CDT506G The Race.

Ribbon: MTR38-68 6mm Antique Green.

Peel-Off Sticker: 
XL037U-01 Happy Birthday.

Thread: MEM06 Christmas Green and 
MEM03 Metallic Gold.

Gems: GEM16 Assorted 5mm Round and 
GEM15 Assorted 4mm Square.

Brad: BRD117 Mini Brads (Black & White Mix).

Card Blank: SF03U-30 Creative Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:
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Work all the rest of the diamonds, both large and
small, in the same way.

3. Use gold thread to work
the scrolls. Start at the curved
end, bringing the needle up 
at 1 and down at 5. Then up
at 2, down at 6, up at 3, down 
at 7. Keep working around
the shape as shown, finishing the scroll by going
down at the red dot marked with an ‘x’, which will 
already be used by the green diamond threads. Work
all the remaining scrolls in the same way, then add
green gems as shown, inside the diamond stitching.

Put the tags together and push a brad through 
the holes, make a hole in the card leaving space
above for the bow, push the brad through opening
the prongs on the back. Arrange the tags and sticky
fix them in position.

Tie a ribbon bow and stick above the tags. Run a
length of ribbon across the bottom of the card trim-
ming the ends to the sides. Add the greeting and
gold dots from the tag sheet. Use an insert to cover
the back of the work.

Trace the dot pattern from the diagram. Lightly
stick the tracing over the front panel of the open card

with the dots at about 5mm
from the top and open end.

Place the work over a pricking
mat (an old magazine will do if
you don’t have one) and prick
through all of the dots. 

Remove the tracing from the
card. Stitch the design as fol-
lows, taping the ends of the
thread on the back of the work.

1. Begin with the top diamond.
Bring the needle up at 1, then
down at 8. Then up at 2, down
at 9, up at 3, down at 10, and so
on finishing at hole 13. 

2. Work the other side of the di-
amond in the same way, then
stitch from corner to corner all
the way around.

I make all my cards with stitching and sell them for
the R.N.L.I. (lifeboats), making quite a lot of money
for my charity. I often use stitching patterns (Ann’s
Paper Art 3D stitching sheets). I made up this similar
style pattern myself from diamonds and scrolls.



Space Rockets
By Santina Wager
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Space Papers: SR047P Borders x 2 and CS008
Word Panels. 

Peel-Off Stickers: XL175U-01 Stars and 
XL758U-02 Letters.

Silver Holographic Card.

Card Mount: SF01U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Straight & True A Top Tip From Brian Vincent

1

2 3

1. As a card maker I
often had difficulty get-
ting my panels aligned
properly, before the
tape stuck them firmly
together, in just the
wrong place.

Then I discovered a lit-
tle trick which helps to
get them straight and
true every time.

2. Place the smaller
panel face down on
your work surface and
stick double sided tape around each edge of the
panel as usual. Peel the backing off the tape, just a
short way, and fold as shown for each piece.

3. Lightly place the panel face up over the larger one
with the tabs sticking out as shown. Carefully posi-
tion the panel, lightly press the corners down then
peel the backing off using the tabs and press firmly.

Cut the planet border from the sheet and stick to
the open end of the front panel as shown, trimming
the ends to fit the card.

Cut out a happy birthday panel and a suitable
number panel along with three rocket borders. Matt
all of these onto holographic card (or silver mirri card
MIR02CA5) and trim to leave a 2mm border. 

Sticky fix the rocket borders onto the card making
them shorter as you go up. Add the birthday and
number panels overlapping the planets as shown.

Cut three white/blue edged stars from the large
star border and sticky fix them in place adding the
‘son’ lettering in between. 

Dot gold sticker stars around the white background
and to finish, stick two or three gold stars onto the
trail behind each rocket to add impact.

This simple design is perfect for children who love
anything to do with outer space, planets and all the
millions of stars out there waiting to be explored.



Readers’ Gallery
Inspiration From Our Readers
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Left: 
Janet McCluskey, Ayrshire. 
I used a stamp that came free with a craft 
magazine to make the owl panel. I dabbed the
edges of the panel with an Impress inkpad to
make it stand out a bit. White peel-off stickers
gave the card a delicate, lacey look. 

Below: 
Santina Wager, Suffolk.
Various découpage elements of this card have
been extended beyond the main image, onto
the background paper to make this gardening
themed 90th birthday card. The gold gems add
more depth and a bit of sparkle to the design.

Above: 
Lindsay Turner, Cornwall.
I have recycled an old birthday
card to make the central image
for this cheery design. The 
pink Stardream card was 
chosen to match the flowers 
in the panel and the butterfly
embellishment. A small happy
birthday sticker is used for 
the greeting.

Right: 
Joan Kemp, Wiltshire.
The card has the front panel of
an oval card inside creating 
a kind of vignette around the
butterfly and flowers which
have been gloss varnished.

Bottom left: 
Glenda Davis, East Sussex.
The flowers are gently glittered
and tied with ribbon, which
matches the colour of the
beads that are threaded onto
the stems. The background is
assembled from a variety of
different papers, ribbon and
sequins to give the card a
pretty shimmer. 

Left:
Annabelle Cartwright, Lanarkshire.
I thought that I would use a spare paper napkin
that was left over from a recent birthday party 
to make a card, as the design was so bright and
pretty. I used photomount to stick the napkin,
keeping it nice and smooth. Then I cut the
wording from a different part of the napkin and
stuck that over the top.

Right: 
Ann Davies,
Cheshire.
The découpage
background has
been cut down
so it fits the
card nicely, then
a sticker border
and greeting are
applied. The
flowers are
made from a
thick textured
paper with small
yellow gems in
the centres.
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Below: 
Kate Gannon, Portugal.
The die-cut corners are cut from black
card, which allows the prismatic sequin
flowers on the stems to look their best.
The pink butterflies are backed with
paper and attached using sticky fixers.

Above: 
Joyce McBain, Cheshire.
The central floral array is made
by combining paper-punching,
thread, fabric and gemstones.
The white behind the aperture
makes the design particularly
striking against the dark card.

Left: 
Eileen James, 
West Midlands.
A découpage
birthday design
edged with red
glitter peel-offs,
wording and
bows.

Right: Gillian
Robinson, N.I.
The découpage
image has
been trimmed
with pretty or-
ganza flowers.

Above: 
Linda Sefton, North Yorkshire.
A large die-cut butterfly has been de-
tailed with glitter and placed over an
embossed background featuring a
wave of butterflies. Very pretty die-cut
daisies are placed along the side.

Above: 
Susan Gahan, France.
This design was cut from duo paper 
to make a bird with a contrasting sec-
tion. The wing was cut from embossed
paper and covered with printed paper. 

Left: 
Kathleen Tandy, New Zealand.
An iris-folded hot-air balloon using
fabric rather than paper strips. The
edges of the card and the raised panel
have been shaped using a wavy cutter.



Competition Winners
Birthday – Card Competition
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WINNER

Right: Jane Hennis, 
Cumbria.
Jane’s cute little owl makes a very
sweet birthday card. The owl is cut
from felt and layered onto a drawn
tree which has been covered with
around forty individually cut felt
leaves. The eyes are made from
chunky brown buttons and the
feather plumage of the stomach 
is drawn on in gold glitter.

Above: 
Kathleen Tandy, New Zealand.
This pretty cross-stitched teapot is framed
very well by the shaped, die-cut panel which
has a hand cut aperture.

Below: 
Pauline Dawson, Hampshire.
This charming vintage style design has been
made using a die-cut bicycle and little
punched flowers. The limited colour scheme
enhances the look of this card.

Above:
June Harris, Hampshire.
This cheery yellow card 
has a sweeping embossed
corner design on a plain
card blank. It is embellished
with a handful of pretty
plastic flowers.

Below: Beryl Bradbrook, 
Lincolnshire.
Beryl has used her own sky
photo as a background for
the plane toppers and added
a selection of buttons to the
corners, and to the card.
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Competition Winners
Birthday – Winners Card Competition
WINNER

Right: Susan Gill, 
Hertfordshire.
Susan has made a beautiful floral
card from a ring of peel-off stick-
ers around an oval aperture. The
lovely colours are achieved by
sticking them onto pearlescent
card then cutting them out. The
card front has been covered with
scrapbook paper that softens the
background and gives the impres-
sion of texture.

Above: 
Lesley Ansell, Oxfordshire.
This stepped card has made ex-
cellent use of filigree die-cuts to
create an ornate background for
the découpage flowers.

Below: Pam Finden, Hampshire.
The six pointed die-cut pattern in the centre of this design fits perfectly
onto a hexagon of black card, then onto a hand cut hexagonal mount.
The bold, contrasting colours of the design are great for showing off the
neat stitched circle and peel-off details around the edges. 

Left: Sue Walters, West Midlands.
Covered with so many interesting little de-
tails, Sue has made a very pretty card. The
flowers add depth to the arch and the gems
in the centre are very effective. We also
liked the variety of greens in the leaves.

Right: Gwen Doyle, Suffolk.
These pretty pastel parcels are all finished
with a ribbon or peel-off decoration. It’s a
simple but very charming design.



Card Competition
Design And Make A Christmas or New Year Card
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RULES:

We challenge you to design and make a Christmas
or New Year Card. The card must be designed in 
a way that can easily be made by others after it is
converted into a ‘how to do it’ article.

When judging, the entire card will be taken into
consideration, both the choice of mount and design
as well as the quality of work, etc.

The closing date is the 31st July 2015. Please
mark your entries ‘Christmas Competition’ and send
to the address on the back cover. Your entries will
ONLY be returned if accompanied by an S.A.E.

All of the winning entries will be published in the
‘Competition Winners’ section of a future edition of
the Craft Creations Magazine and no publication fee
will be paid. All competition entries will be considered
for use in a future edition of the magazine as a ‘how
to do it’ article. We will contact any entrant whose
work we consider suitable to discuss this and agree 
a publication fee.

If you have received a prize in a Craft Creations
Magazine card competition in Issues 74, 75, 76 or 77
(at the time of judging) you will automatically be 
entered into the winners card competition. All other
entries will be entered into the card competition.
You can enter as many times as you like.

Prizes are as above and no alternatives will be 
offered. The entries will be judged after the closing
date by employees of Craft Creations Ltd. Winners
will be notified after publication of the Autumn 2015
magazine. The decision of the judges is final.

Competition Winners
Spot The Picture - Issue 75           Wordsearch - Issue 75

The base card must be made either from one of
our range of greetings card blanks (you can cut the
corners, give it a fancy edge, cut it to a new shape,
fold it in different ways, etc.) or you can make the
base card yourself provided that it is made using
sheet card supplied by Craft Creations. Any peel-off
stickers used on the card should be Gold Label or
Craft Creations. Other brands of peel-off can be used
only if the sticker is not wording and does not form
the main part of the design.

Entries must be original work and not copied in
any way. All entries must be the work of the entrant
and not submitted on behalf of someone else. All
entries must be copyright free.

We are always looking for articles for the magazine,
if you are interested email jo@craftcreations.com.

Card Competition:
First Prize:

£30 Craft Creations Voucher
Four Runners Up Prizes:

£15 Craft Creations Vouchers
Winners Card Competition:

First Prize:
£30 Craft Creations Voucher

Four Runners Up Prizes:
£15 Craft Creations Vouchers

Congratulations to the following subscribers whose
correct entries (Pic 1 - p25, Pic 2 - p28, Pic 3 - p37,
Pic 4 - p14, Pic 5 - p19, Pic 6 - p13) were picked out
of the box:

1st Prize: Gwen Coates from East Yorkshire.
2nd Prize: Sue Harknett from Essex.

Mrs L. Owen from Oxfordshire.
3rd Prize: Pauline Ormston from Tyne & Wear.

Mrs E. Gott from South Yorkshire.
Teri Gleeson from Hertfordshire.

Congratulations to the following subscribers whose
correct entries (the missing word was ‘Sherlock’)
were picked out of the box:

1. Sue Crofton from Lanarkshire.
2. Jemima Boyle from Northamptonshire.
3. Valerie Stobbart from Suffolk.
4. Mrs F. Hawke from Bristol.
5. Margaret Wiatrowicz from West Midlands.
6. Miss V. Lewsey from Hertfordshire.
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LIST OF WORDS:

ALADDIN ANNA ARIEL
BALOO BAMBI BEAST
BELLE CINDERELLA DOC
DOPEY ELSA FLOUNDER
GASTON JAFAR JASMINE
MOWGLI MUFASA MULAN
OLAF PRINCE CHARMING RAPUNZEL
SEBASTIAN SIMBA SNOW WHITE
SVEN THUMPER URSULA

Spot The Picture
Spot The Pictures In The Magazine Competition

One First Prize:
£20 Craft Creations Voucher

Two Second Prizes:
£15 Craft Creations Vouchers

Three Third Prizes:
£10 Craft Creations Vouchers

Wordsearch
Wordsearch Competition

Here is a quick and easy competition for
you. Simply find which of the 27 words or
phrases on the list of words does not appear
in the grid below.

RULES:

Six Prizes:
£20 Assorted Die-Cut Toppers

An Assortment From Our Range Of Creative Die-Cut Toppers

Write your name and address on the back of a postcard
along with the missing word and post to: Craft Creations,
WORD Puzzle 76, at the address shown above or email 
your entry to wordsearch@craftcreations.com - to arrive no
later than the 15th June 2015. The names of the winners
will be in the next magazine. Please see the rules above.

Simply find on which page in the Spring 2015
magazine, each of these ‘enlarged’ part pictures was
taken from. Write your name and address on the
back of a postcard along with the picture number 
and appropriate page number and post to: 
Craft Creations, SPOT Puzzle 76, Ingersoll House,
Delamare Road, Cheshunt, Herts, EN8 9HD or email
your entry to spotthepicture@craftcreations.com - to
arrive no later than the 15th June 2015. The names
of the winners will be in the next magazine.

Only one entry allowed per person for both the
‘Spot The Picture’ and the ‘Wordsearch’ competitions.
The prizes are as described and no alternatives will
be offered. Prizes will be given to the first six correct 
entries drawn after the closing date. Any illegible or
ambiguous entries or entries without the name and
full address of the entrant will be disqualified. The 
decision of the judges is final.
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